Deep neural networks are vulnerable to adversarial attacks, in which imperceptible perturbations to their input lead to erroneous network predictions. This phenomenon has been extensively studied in the image domain, and only recently extended to 3D point clouds. In this work, we present novel data-driven adversarial attacks against 3D point cloud networks. We aim to address the following problems in current 3D point cloud adversarial attacks: they do not transfer well between different networks, and they are easy to defend against simple statistical methods. To this extent, we develop new point cloud attacks (we dub AdvPC) that exploit input data distributions. These attacks lead to perturbations that are resilient against current defenses while remaining highly transferable compared to state-ofthe-art attacks. We test our attacks using four popular point cloud networks: PointNet, PointNet++ (MSG and SSG), and DGCNN. Our proposed attack enables an increase in the transferability of up to 20 points for some networks. It also increases the ability to break defenses of up to 23 points on ModelNet40 data.
Introduction
Deep learning has shown impressive results in many perception tasks. Despite its performance, several works show deep learning algorithms susceptible to adversarial attacks. These attacks craft small perturbations to the inputs that push the network to produce incorrect outputs. There is significant progress made in 2D image adversarial attacks, where extensive work shows diverse ways to attack 2D based neural networks [27, 6, 12, 19, 3, 2, 37, 7] . In contrast, there is little focus on their 3D counterparts [32, 40, 39] . 3D point clouds, obtained with sensors like LiDAR, are now widely used in deep networks for safetycritical applications like self-driving cars [34, 11, 22] . However, as we will see in this paper, 3D deep networks are vulnerable to perturbations to their input, which increases the risk of using these models. In this paper, we present a novel approach to attack deep learning algorithms applied to 3D Table   Target Airplane PN Perturbed Object Table   Table   Table   Table Transfer Networks Figure 1 : Transferable Adversarial Perturbations on 3D point clouds: Generating targeted attacks to fool PointNet [23] (PN) by perturbing a Table point cloud. Not only does the perturbed 3D object force PointNet to predict the incorrect target class, but it also induces misclassification on the other networks (PointNet++ [24] , DGCNN [30] ) that are not involved in generating the perturbation. point clouds and focus primarily on attack transferability between networks. The concept of transferability has been extensively studied in the 2D image space [18, 20, 21] . Transferability allows an adversary to fool any network, without access to the network's architecture. Clearly, transferable attacks pose a serious security concerns when deploying deep learning models. In this work, the goal is to generate adversarial attacks with network-transferability, i.e. the attack for a given input is generated using a single, accessible victim network and the perturbed sample to apply it on an unseen and inaccessible transfer network. Accessibility here refers to the parameters and architecture of the network. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of transferability. The perturbation generated by our method on a 3D object not only flips the class label of a victim network to the target class (i.e. it is adversarial), but it also induces a misclassification for the transfer networks that are not involved in generating the perturbation (i.e. it is transferable).
Very few adversarial attacks have been developed for 3D point clouds since the first method introduced by Xiang et al. [32] , which proposes two attack modes, point perturbation, and adversarial point generation. We identify two chief shortcomings in current 3D adversarial attack methods [32, 40] . First, their attacks are unsuccessful in the presence of simple defenses, such as Statistical Outlier Removal [40] . Second, they are limited to the victim network and do not transfer to other networks [32] . In contrast, our work not only focuses on adversarial perturbations that are significantly more resilient against currently available point cloud defenses but also on those that transfer well between different point cloud networks. Inspired by [20] and to generate more transferable attacks, we use a point cloud Auto-Encoder (AE), which can effectively reconstruct the original input from the perturbation, and then add a data adversarial loss. We optimize the perturbation added to the sample perturbed sample to fool the classifier before (regular adversarial loss) and after it passes through the AE (data adversarial loss). In doing so, the attack tends to be less dependant on the victim network, and generalizes better to different networks. We dub this attack AdvPC, and our full pipeline is optimized end-to-end from the classifier output to the perturbation.
Contributions:. Our contributions are two-fold. (1) We propose a new pipeline and loss function, to perform transferable adversarial perturbations on 3D point clouds. Our approach trade-off success of attacking the victim network with transferability to the transfer networks by introducing a data adversarial loss targeting the victim network after reconstructing with a point cloud AE. (2) We perform extensive experiments under constrained norm-budgets to validate the transferability of our attacks. We transfer our attacks between four point cloud networks and show superiority against the state-of-the-art under the same normbudgets. Furthermore, we demonstrate how our attacks outperform others against all available point cloud defenses.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to introduce network-transferable adversarial perturbations on 3D point clouds. Our attacks are optimized on one accessible victim network and can be used to attack other networks that are inaccessible directly.
Related Work

Deep Learning for 3D Point Clouds
PointNet [23] paved the way as the first deep learning algorithm to operate directly on 3D point clouds. Point-Net computes point features independently, and aggregates them using an order invariant function like max-pooling. An update to this work was PointNet++ [24] , where points are aggregated at different 3D scales. Subsequent work focused on how to aggregate more local context [4] or on more complex aggregation strategies like RNNs [8, 35] . More re-cent methods run convolutions across neighbors of points, instead of using point-wise operations [30, 16, 28, 14, 13, 16, 29, 15] . Contrary to PointNet and its variants, these works achieve superior recognition results by focusing on local feature processing. In this paper to evaluate and validate our adversarial attacks, we use three point-wise networks, PointNet [23] and PointNet++ [24] in single-scale (SSG) and multi-scale (MSG) form, and a point convolution network, DGCNN [30] . We show the transferability of AdvPC attacks between these four networks and we study the sensitivity of each network to adversarial perturbations.
Adversarial Attacks
Pixel-based Adversarial Attacks. Initial work on imagebased adversarial attacks was introduced by Szegedy et al. [27] , who cast the attack problem as optimization with pixel perturbations being minimized, to fool a trained classifier to predict a wrong class label. Since then, the topic of adversarial attacks has attracted much attention [6, 12, 19, 3, 17] . More recent works take a learning-based approach to the attack [20, 21, 38] . They train a neural network (adversary) to perform the attack on the training data and then use the trained adversary model to attack unseen samples. The work of Zhao et al. [38] uses a trained GAN [5] to generate natural images and optimizes the latent vector to generate natural adversarial examples. On the other hand, the work by Nasser et al. [20] uses an AE to learn transferable adversarial pixel perturbations. This work closely relates to our formulation, and we adapt its main concepts to fit the irregular nature of 3D point clouds. Our work differs from theirs in that we tackle network-transferability while they focus on learning to attack domains that are not accessible by the adversary (domain-transferability). Adversarial Attacks Beyond Images. Several adversarial attacks have moved beyond pixel perturbations. One line of work focuses on attacking object pose [7, 37, 2] , while other methods investigate perturbations on object shape [33] . However, all of these attacks target 2D CNNs that operate on the image space. Recently, Xiang et al. [32] developed adversarial perturbations on 3D point clouds. Their proposed method successfully generates attacks on Point-Net [23] ; however, they have two main shortcomings. First, they can be easily defended by simple statistical operations [40] . Second, the attacks are non-transferable and only work on the attacked network [32, 40] . In contrast, Zheng et al. [39] proposed dropping points from the point cloud using a saliency map, to fool trained 3D deep networks. As compared to [32] , our proposed attacks are significantly more successful against available defenses and more transferable beyond the attacking network. As compared to [39] , our attacks are modeled as an optimization on the perturbation variable directly with a focus on point perturbations instead of point removal.
Figure 2: AdvPC Attack Pipeline:
We optimize for the constrained perturbation variable ∆, such that the perturbed sample X = X +∆ fools a trained classifier F (i.e. F(X ) is incorrect), and the same classifier if the attack is reconstructed by an Auto-Encoder (AE) G (i.e. F(G(X )) is incorrect). The adversarial loss on network F is defined as in Eq (3) and has two parts controlled by hyperparameter γ: network adversarial loss (top) and data adversarial loss (bottom). Dotted lines are gradients flowing to the perturbation variable ∆.
Defending Against 3D Point Cloud Attacks. Zhou et al. [40] proposed a Statistical Outlier Removal (SOR) method as a defense against point cloud attacks. SOR uses k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) to identify and remove point outliers. The logic here is that these outliers usually correspond to "unnatural" points created by the attack. As such, they proposed DUP-Net, which is a combination of their SOR and a point cloud up-sampling network PU-Net [36] . Zhou et al. also proposed removing unnatural points by Simple Random Sampling (SRS), where each point has the same probability of being removed. In this paper, we present and thoroughly analyze new attacks that prove to be stronger against the mentioned defenses.
Methodology
The pipeline of AdvPC is depicted in Figure 2 . It consists of an Auto-Encoder (AE) denoted by G, which is trained to reconstruct 3D point cloud data, and a point cloud classifier denoted by F. We seek to find a perturbation variable ∆ that fools F before and after it passes through the AE for reconstruction. The setup makes the attack less dependant on the victim network and more dependent on the data (represented by the AE). As such, we expect this strategy to generalize to different networks. In this section, we first describe the main components of our pipeline: 3D point cloud input, AE, and point cloud classifier. We then present our attack setup and loss.
Attack Pipeline
3D Point Clouds (X ). We define a point cloud X ∈ R N ×3 , as a set of N 3D points, where each point x i ∈ R 3 is represented by its 3D coordinates (x i , y i , z i ). Point Cloud Networks (F). We focus on 3D point cloud classifiers with a feature max pooling layer as detailed in Eq (1), where h conv1D and h mlp are a 1D convolution and an MLP, respectively, to produce the K-class classifier F.
Here F : R N ×3 → K produces the logits layer of the classifier with size K. For our attacks, we take F to be one of the following widely used networks in the literature: Point-Net [23] , PointNet++ [24] in single-scale form (SSG) and multi-scale form (MSG), and DGCNN [30] . Each network manifests different behaviors under random perturbations. Section 5.2 delves deep into these differences and their effect on the transferability of the attacks and robustness of each network to perturbations. Point Cloud Auto-Encoder (G). An AE learns a representation of the data and acts as an effective defense against adversarial attacks. It ideally projects a perturbed point cloud onto the natural manifold of inputs. Any AE architecture in point clouds can be used in our pipeline, but we select the one in [1] given its simple structure and effectiveness in recovering from adversarial perturbation. The AE G consists of an encoding part, g encode : R N ×3 − → R q , which produces a latent vector z ∈ R q that can in turn be decoded using an MLP, g mlp : R q − → R N ×3 , to produce a point cloud. It can be described formally as: G(X ) = g mlp (z) with z = g encode (X ). Here, g encode is defined as in Eq (1) . We train the AE with the Chamfer loss as in [1] on the same data used to train F, such that it can reliably encode/decode 3D point clouds. The AE is then kept fixed during the optimization of the adversarial perturbation. We show in Section 4.2 how the AE acts as an effective defense against point cloud adversarial perturbations. The AE learns how naturally occurring point clouds look like. Therefore, This composition allows the crafted attack to successfully attack the victim classifier, as well as fool other classifiers that are not seen by the attacker but operate on a similar data manifold. Furthermore, since many of the available points, cloud defenses rely on natural statistics of 3D point clouds [40] , succeeding to attack the classifier after AE reconstruction also leads to perturbations resilient to those defenses.
3D Adversarial Perturbations
Proposed Attack. In AdvPC attacks, like the ones in Figure 3, we focus solely on perturbations of the input. This means we modify each point x i by a perturbation variable. Formally, we define the perturbed point set X = X + ∆, where ∆ ∈ R N ×3 is the perturbation parameter we are optimizing for. Consequently, each pair (x i , x i ) are in correspondence. Adversarial attacks are commonly formulated as in Eq (2), where the goal is to find an input perturbation ∆ that successfully fools F to predict an incorrect target label t , while keeping X and X close using distance metric D : R N ×3 × R N ×3 → R. The formulation in Eq (2) is usually known as a targeted attack.
As pointed out in [3] , it is difficult to directly solve Eq (2). Instead, previous works like [32] have used the well-known C&W formulation, giving rise to the commonly known soft constraint attack: min ∆ f t (F(X )) + λD (X , X ) where f t (F(X )) is the targeted adversarial loss function defined on the network F to move it to target t as in Eq (3) .
Alternatively, we can formulate Eq (2) using hard constraints as in Eq (4), where the objective can be minimized using Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) similar to what is done in the image domain [12, 17] .
Using a hard constraint sets a limit to the amount of added perturbation in the attack. This limit is defined by in Eq (4) . Having this bound ensures fair comparisons between different attacks schemes.
We can do these comparisons by measuring the effectiveness of these attacks at different levels of . Using PGD, the above optimization in Eq (4) with L p distance D Lp (X , X ) can be solved by iteratively projecting the perturbed sample onto the L p sphere of size p such that: ∆ t+1 = Π p (∆ t − η∇ ∆t f t (F(X )) , p ) Here, Π p (∆, p ) projects the perturbation ∆ onto the L p sphere of size p , and η is a step size. The two most commonly used L p distance metrics in the literature are L 2 , which measures the energy of the perturbation, and L ∞ , which measures the maximum point perturbation of each δ i ∈ ∆. Our experiments use the L 2 distance defined as D L2 (X , X ) = ( i δ i 2 2 ) 1 2 = ∆ F , while the projection of ∆ onto the L 2 sphere of size 2 is:
∆. The norm-budget 2 is the one used throughout the experiments in this work.
In Appendix , we detail our formulation when L ∞ is used as the distance metric and report similar superiority over the baselines as the L 2 results in Section 4.2. For completeness, we also show in the supplement the effect of using different distance metrics (L 2 , Chamfer, and Earth Mover Distance) as soft constraints on limiting the transferability and effectiveness of the attacks as well as demonstrating the learning approach instead of optimization.
Data Adversarial Loss. The objectives in Eq (2, 4) focus solely on the network F. We also want to add more focus on the data in crafting our attacks. We do so by fooling F Table 1 : Transferability of Attacks: We use norm-budgets 2 = 1.8 and 2 = 4 . All the reported results (other than the attack success rate) are classification accuracies on the attack set (lower numbers are better attacks). Our attack consistently achieves better transferability than the baseline for all networks, especially on DGCNN [30] . We also note that DGCNN is the hardest network to attack and generally transfers better than other networks. The original accuracy of the networks under no attack, random perturbations with the same 2 as the attacks, and the success rate of all attacks are all put for reference.
using both the perturbed input X and the AE reconstruction G(X ) (see Figure 2 ). Our new objective becomes:
The first constraint is the same as the one in Eq (2), while the second constraint ensures that the prediction of the perturbed sample after the AE differs from the true label of the clean sample. However, just like Eq (2), this objective is hard to optimize, so we follow similar steps as in Eq (4) and optimize for the following main objective of AdvPC using PGD (assuming using L 2 as the distance metric):
Here, t is any false label t = max i F (X ) i and γ is the hyper-parameter that trades off the attack successes before and after the AE . The baseline attack we use in our experiments is a special case of Eq (6), when γ = 0. This is the same attack as in Eq (4) and very similar to [32] , if put under constraint. We use PGD to solve Eq (6) just like Eq (4). We follow the same procedure as in [32] when solving the optimization in Eq (6) by keeping a record of any ∆ that satisfies the constraints in Eq (5) and by trying different initializations for ∆.
Experiments
Setup
Dataset and Networks. We use ModelNet40 [31] to train the classifier network (F) and the AE network (G), as well as test our attacks. ModelNet40 contains 12,311 CAD models from 40 different classes. CAD models are divided into 9,843 for training and 2,468 for testing. Similar to previous work [40, 32, 39] , we sample 1,204 points from each object. We train the F victim networks: PointNet [23] , PointNet++ in both Single-Scale (SSG) and Multi-scale (MSG) [24] settings, and DGCNN [30] . The four networks were trained for 250 epochs. For a fair comparison, we adopt the subset of ModelNet40 detailed in [32] to perform and evaluate our attacks against their work ( we call attack set). In this subset, 250 examples are chosen from 10 ModelNet40 classes. Following the setup in [32] , we create pairs of victim networks and target labels in the attacks to generate 2,250 attacks per 2 . The accuracies of trained networks on the attack set before adding perturbations are shown in Table 1 . We train the AE using the full ModelNet40 training set with the Chamfer Distance loss for 500 epochs and then fix the AE when the attacks are being generated. Here we note that r-GAN and l-GAN from [1] were investigated instead of the AE, but the latter lead to worse performance. Refer to the Appendix for more details and further experiments.
Transferability. We follow the same setup as [20, 21] by generating attacks using the constrained L 2 metric and measure their success rate at different norm-budgets 2 . We compare AdvPC (γ = 0.5) against the baseline [32] without the data adversarial loss (γ = 0). the use of γ = 0.5 specifically for AdvPC is motivated by striking a balance between the success of the attack and its transferability (refer to Section 5.1 for details). To measure the success of the attack, we measure the percentage of samples out of all attacked samples that the victim network classified as the target. We also measure transferability from each victim network to the transfer networks. For each pair of networks, we optimize the attack on one network and test the classification accuracy on the transfer networks. We report these numbers for all network pairs. The range of norm-budget 2 in our experiments is taken to be [0, 7]. We use Adam optimizer : Transferability Across Different Norms: Attack performed using DGCNN [30] across different 2 norm-budgets. We report the success on the victim network and the accuracy on the transfer networks (PointNet, PointNet ++ MSG, PointNet++ SSG). We note that AdvPC transfers better to other networks with bigger 2 compared to the baseline [32] . Baseline [32] (left). Every row is the victim network used in the attack, and every column is the transfer network transferability score of that attack. Brighter colors in the diagonal indicate self-transferability, while AdvPC transferability matrix is generally brighter than the baseline [32] , indicating better transferability. Also, we notice that the DGCNN attacks tend to be brighter off-diagonal than the other rows, indicating more transferability than other networks. The transferability score is 1 minus the average transfer accuracy across all the 2 as detailed in Section 4.2.
[10] with learning rate η = 0.01, and perform 4 different initializations for the optimization of ∆ . The number of iterations for the attack optimization for PN, PN++ MSG, PN++ SSG, and DGCNN are 500, 500, 500, and 700, respectively (DGCNN requires more iterations).
Attacking the Defenses. We also analyze the success of our attacks against point cloud defenses. We compare AdvPC attacks and the baseline [32] against several defenses used in the point cloud literature: SOR, SRS, DUP-Net [40] , Adversarial Training [32] , and the AE we trained. For SRS, we use a drop rate of 10%, while in SOR, we use the same values proposed in [40] . We train DUP-Net on ModelNet40 with an up-sampling rate of 2. For Adversarial Training, all 4 networks are trained using a mix of the training data of ModelNet40 and adversarial attacks generated by [32] .
Baseline [32] (γ = 0)
Baseline [32] (γ = 0) 
Results
We first highlight some qualitative results in Figure 3 that show evidence of naturally looking perturbed examples, which can fool point cloud networks. Below, we present quantitative results focused on two main aspects. First, we show the transferable power of our attacks between different point cloud networks. Second, we highlight the strength of our pipeline under different point cloud defenses.
Transferability. Table 1 [30] , and the attack is performed with 2 = 1.8. We note that as γ increases, the success rate of the attack drops while the transferability increases, which highlights the trade-off between success and transferability observed throughout our work.
We show the transferability matrix for our attack (γ = 0.5) and the baseline (γ = 0) in Figure 5 . AdvPC transfers better overall since it induces higher (brighter) off-diagonal values in the matrix. If we average the off-diagonal elements of this matrix, we get an 11.2% mean transferability score for AdvPC, as compared to 9.4% for the baseline (γ = 0). If we average the success rates of all the victim networks for Ad-vPC and on all the norm-budgets 2 , we get 76.3%, as compared to 81.5% for the baseline. We note that DGCNN [30] performs best in terms of transferability and is the hardest network to attack (on both AdvPC and baseline). This observation is similar to [18] in 2D image domain with regards to VGG-19 [26] transferability. These results highlight the inherent trade-off between attack success and transferability. We further explore this trade-off in Section 5.1.
Attacking Defenses. Since DGCNN performs the best in transferability, we use it to evaluate the resilience of our attacks under different defenses. We use the 5 defenses described in Section 4.1 and report their results in Table 2 . Note that the trained AE we use in AdvPC is an effective defense against the previous attacks [32] as it recovers the original accuracy (89%). Our attack is more resilient than the baseline against all defenses. Our attack is strongest against the AE defense (85% improvement against the baseline), which we expect since we use the AE in our optimization. We also see our attack is strong against simple statistical point removal like SRS (30% improvement against the baseline). We show similar quantitative results for other setups in the Appendix .
Analysis
We perform several analytical experiments to explore further the results obtained in Section 4.2. We first study the effect of different factors that play a role in the transferability of our attacks. We also show some interesting insights related to the interpretability of point cloud networks. For a more comprehensive analysis and visualizations of our methods and results, please refer to the Appendix . We note that PointNet [23] is the most robust under random perturbations, while DGCNN [30] is the most robust to adversarial perturbations.
Ablation Study ( hyperparameter γ)
Here, we study the effect of the hyperparameter γ used in Eq (6) on the performance of our attacks. We fix the victim network to be DGCNN [30] and limit the norm-budget 2 = 1.8. Then, we vary γ between 0 (the baseline [32] ) and 1 and record the success rate and transferability of the attack to the other three networks (as measured in Section 4.2). We present our results in Table 3 . One observation is that, while adding the AE loss with γ > 0 indeed improves transferability, it causes the success to deteriorate. We pick γ = 0.5 in our experiments to balance success and transferability. Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of the various networks, when they are submitted to input perturbations of varying norm-budgets 2 . We evaluate the accuracy of different networks under random perturbation and adversarial perturbations with γ = 0.5. We note that PointNet [23] is the most robust under random perturbations due to its global max-pooling layer that neglects neighborhood information of each point in the point cloud. On the other hand, DGCNN [30] tends to be the most robust to adversarial perturbations. In DGCNN, convolution neighborhoods are dynamically updated across layers and epochs. This dynamic behavior adds extra randomness, which hinders the job of the attack, leading to lower success. The relation between randomness and robustness is also established in [25] .
Sensitivity of Networks
Accuracy vs. Robustness
Here, we want to study the relationship between the accuracy of a 3D deep network and its robustness, as it has been investigated extensively in the image domain. To remove the bias of initial network accuracy (i.e. no perturbation) in our results, we normalize the accuracy vs. 2 plot by the initial accuracy (i.e. when 2 = 0). We focus on DGCNN [30] as the network to be analyzed and train it for different epochs (1,11, and 250) to obtain different networks with identical architectures but with different initial accuracies(81.7 %, 88.8 %, and 93.7 %). We plot the normalized accuracy under random perturbation and under adversarial perturbation (γ = 0.5) with different 2 for all these networks in Figure 7 . We observe how less accurate networks are more robust to losing initial accuracy if subjected to both random or adversarial perturbation. This observation of inverse relation between accuracy and robustness is well-known in the image domain [9] .
Natural-looking Attacks
We show qualitative comparisons between AdvPC (γ = 0.5) and the baseline [32] (γ = 0) in Figure 8 . We use PointNet as the victim, and We see how the baseline [32] produces visible outlier points in the attack (highlighted by the green circles), while AdvPC does not suffer from this problem. We argue that these artifacts are not natural, and by removing them, we destroy the attack and recover the original accuracy. This observation aligns with the results of the outlier removal defense (SOR) on the baseline attack in Table 2 . We also argue that using the data adversarial loss with γ > 0 gives attack some knowledge of the natural data manifold, thus reducing the effect observed in Figure 8 .
Interpretability
One advantage of adding the AE to the attack pipeline is that it reveals some semantic relations between the different object classes. Since we are not enforcing a specific false target t for the data adversarial loss on the reconstructed point cloud in Eq (6), t is picked dynamically by the optimization to be a similar class to the original class. For example, a perturbed Bottle by AdvPC would transform into a Vase if reconstructed by the AE. The Bottle class and the Vase class looks similar. We see this effect in Figure 9 , where we visualize the perturbed point clouds before and after the AE reconstruction. For example, we observe that our attacks on a bottle force the AE to reconstruct a vase. This effect is not observed in the other attacks, and it il- [32] . We observe that AdvPC does not suffer from the outlier points (highlighted in the baseline) which makes the attack easily defended by simple statistics as done in [40] .
Before AE reconstruction Vase Toilet Bookshelf Bottle Table
After AE reconstruction Flower pot Chair Curtain Vase Desk lustrates some information about the representation of the objects learned by the victim network as well as the AE.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new attack for 3D point clouds that utilizes a data adversarial loss to formulate network-transferable perturbations. Our attacks show better transferability between 4 popular point cloud networks as well as improve state-of-the-art against defenses. Future direction would include other 3D deep learning tasks, such as detection and segmentation. Another line of work that naturally extends our work is to develop robust models.
A. Background on Point Cloud Distances
We define a point cloud X ∈ R N ×3 , as a set of N 3D points, where each point x i ∈ R 3 is represented by its 3D coordinates (x i , y i , z i ). In this work, we focus solely on perturbations of the input. This means we modify each point x i by a perturbation variable. Formally, we define the perturbed point set X = X + ∆, where ∆ ∈ R N ×3 is the perturbation parameter we are optimizing for. Consequently, each pair (x i , x i ) are in correspondence.
A.1. Trivial Distances (L p )
The most commonly used distance metric in adversarial attacks in the image domain. Unlike image domain where every pixel corresponds to the perturbed pixel in adversarial attacks , in point clouds adversarial attacks by adding, removing, or transforming the point cloud destroys the correspondence relation to the clean sample and hence it becomes infeasible to accurately calculate the L p metric for the attack . In our paper we focus on adversarial perturbations which preserves the matching between the clean sample and the perturbed sample. This property of preservation of matching points allow us to measure the L p norms of the attack exactly which allow for standard evaluation similar to the one in the image domain .Here we assume the two point sets are equal in size and are aligned , i.e. for
For our attacks, we use the L 2 and L ∞ distances, defined in (8) and (9) respectively. The L 2 distance measures the energy of the perturbation, while L ∞ represents the maximum allowed perturbation of each δ i ∈ ∆. L 2 distance,. The L 2 measures the energy of the perturbation performed on the clean point cloud . Its calculation is similar to calculating the Frobenius norm of the matrix X that represent the point set perturbation variable ∆ such that each row of X is a point δ i ∈ ∆. The L 2 distance between two point sets can be measured as follows
The L ∞ represents the max allowed perturbation at any dimension to every single point δ i in the perturbation set ∆ . This distance between two point sets can be measured as follows :
A.2. Non-trivial Distances
Other point cloud distances that are commonly used in the literature do not require the two sets to be in a known correspondence (like the strict L p ). These distance metrics include the following: Chamfer Distances, Hausdorff Distance, and Earth Mover Distance. In what follows, we formally present each of these metrics. Chamfer Distance (CD). This is a common distance to compare 2 point sets. CD measures the average distance between closest point pairs of 2 different point clouds. We define CD in Eq (10) .
Hausdorff distance (HD). With HD, we compute the largest distance in the set of containing x ∈ X and its closest point x ∈ X . We define HD as follows:
Earth Mover Distance (EMD). The EMD measures the total effort performed in the optimal transport scheme that transforms the first point set to the other. It is defined as follows:
where φ : X → X is a bijection transform.
B. Our Full Formulation
B.1. Attack Pipeline
Point Cloud Networks (F). We focus on 3D point cloud classifiers with a feature max pooling layer as detailed in Eq (13), where h conv1D and h mlp are a 1D convolution and an MLP, respectively, to produce the K-class classifier F.
Here F : R N ×3 → K produces the logits layer of the classifier with size K. For our attacks, we take F to be one of the following widely used networks in the literature: Point-Net [23] , PointNet++ [24] in single-scale form (SSG) and multi-scale form (MSG), and DGCNN [30] . Each network manifests different behaviors under random perturbations. Section G.2 delves deep into these differences and their effect on the transferability of the attacks and robustness of each network to perturbations. Point Cloud Auto-Encoder (G). An AE learns a representation of the data and acts as an effective defense against adversarial attacks. It ideally projects a perturbed point cloud onto the natural manifold of inputs. Any AE architecture in point clouds can be used in our pipeline, but we select the one in [1] given its simple structure and effectiveness in recovering from adversarial perturbation. The AE G consists of an encoding part, g encode : R N ×3 − → R q , which produces a latent vector z ∈ R q that can in turn be decoded using an MLP, g mlp : R q − → R N ×3 , to produce a point cloud. It can be described formally as: G(X ) = g mlp (z) with z = g encode (X ). Here, g encode is defined as in Eq (13) . We train the AE with the Chamfer loss as in [1] on the same data used to train F, such that it can reliably encode/decode 3D point clouds. The AE is then kept fixed during the optimization of the adversarial perturbation. The AE learns how naturally occurring point clouds look like. Therefore, This composition allows the crafted attack to successfully attack the victim classifier, as well as fool other classifiers that are not seen by the attacker but operate on a similar data manifold. Furthermore, since many of the available points, cloud defenses rely on natural statistics of 3D point clouds [40] , succeeding to attack the classifier after AE reconstruction also leads to perturbations resilient to those defenses.
B.2. 3D Adversarial Perturbations
Proposed Attack. Adversarial attacks are commonly formulated as in Eq (14) , where the goal is to find an input perturbation ∆ that successfully fools F to predict an incorrect target label t , while keeping X and X close using distance metric D : R N ×3 × R N ×3 → R. The formulation in Eq (14) is usually known as a targeted attack.
As pointed out in [3] , it is difficult to directly solve Eq (14) . Instead, previous works like [32] have used the well-known C&W formulation, giving rise to the commonly known soft constraint attack:
where D (X , X ) can be any of the distances proposed in Eq (8,10,12 ), while f t (F(X )) is the targeted adversarial loss function defined on the network F to move it to target t as in Eq (16) .
Alternatively, we can formulate Eq (14) using hard constraints as in Eq (17), where the objective can be minimized using Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) similar to what is done in the image domain [12, 17] .
Using a hard constraint sets a limit to the amount of added perturbation in the attack. This limit is defined by in Eq (17) . Having this bound ensures fair comparisons between different attacks schemes. We can do these comparisons by measuring the effectiveness of these attacks at different levels of . Using PGD, the above optimization in Eq (17) with L p distance D Lp (X , X ) can be solved by iteratively projecting the perturbed sample onto the L p sphere of size p such that:
Here, Π p (∆, p ) projects the perturbation ∆ onto the L p sphere of size p , and η is a step size. The two most commonly used L p distance metrics in the literature are L 2 , which measures the energy of the perturbation, and L ∞ , which measures the maximum point perturbation of each δ i ∈ ∆. Our experiments use the L 2 distance defined as in Eq (8) . while the projection of ∆ onto the L 2 sphere of size 2 is:
The norm-budget 2 is the one used throughout the main paper. On the other hand, the L ∞ projection formulation is as follows:
here SAT ζ (δ i ) is the element-wise saturation function that takes every element of vector δ i and limit its range in [−ζ, ζ]. Data Adversarial Loss. The objectives in Eq (14, 17) focus solely on the network F. We also want to add more focus on the data in crafting our attacks. We do so by fooling F using both the perturbed input X and the AE reconstruction G(X ). Our new objective becomes:
The first constraint is the same as the one in Eq (14), while the second constraint ensures that the prediction of the perturbed sample after the AE differs from the true label of the clean sample. However, just like Eq (14) , this objective is hard to optimize, so we follow similar steps as in Eq (17) and optimize for the following main objective of AdvPC using PGD :
Here, t is any false label t = max i F (X ) i and γ is the hyper-parameter that trades off the attack successes before and after the AE . The baseline attack we use in our experiments is a special case of Eq (22), when γ = 0. This is the same attack as in Eq (17) and very similar to [32] , if put under constraint. We use PGD to solve Eq (22) as follows.
Where Π p is the projection to L p as in Eq (19, 20) We follow the same procedure as in [32] when solving the optimization in Eq (22) by keeping a record of any ∆ that satisfies the constraints in Eq (21) and by trying different initializations for ∆. If we achieve the constraints in Eq (21) in one of the optimizations' initializations, we try smaller hard norms in the following initialization in order to find a better solution ( smaller norm). The is the exactly the Binary Search followed by [32] to find the best hyperparameter λ in Eq (15) that will result in the smallest norm perturbation that succeeds in the attack on that specific sample. The target t is dynamically picked during the optimization to be the max of the logits that is not the true label. This can mean t can be equal to the target t or any other class label that is not the true label max i F (X ) i . This is similar to the untargeted attack usually followed in the image domain [12, 6] . The reason we did not pick t to be necessarily equal to t is that it will make the objective in Eq (21) stricter and very hard to optimize and will not converge to a successful attack.
C. Full Qualitative Results
Airplane
Bed Bookshelf Bottle  Chair  Monitor  Sofa  Table  Toilet Vase Table 4 : Transferability of Attacks(L2): We use norm-budgets ∞ = 1.8 and 2 = 4 . All the reported results (other than the attack success rate) are classification accuracies on the attack set (lower numbers are better attacks). Our attack consistently achieves better transferability than the baseline for all networks, especially on DGCNN [30] . We also note that DGCNN is the hardest network to attack and generally transfers better than other networks. The original accuracy of the networks under no attack, random perturbations with the same 2 as the attacks, and the success rate of all attacks are all put for reference. Table 5 : Transferability of Attacks(L∞): We use norm-budgets ∞ = 0.28 and ∞ = 0.35 . All the reported results (other than the attack success rate) are classification accuracies on the attack set (lower numbers are better attacks). Our attack consistently achieves better transferability than the baseline for all networks, especially on DGCNN [30] . We also note that DGCNN is the hardest network to attack and generally transfers better than other networks. The original accuracy of the networks under no attack, random perturbations with the same 2 as the attacks, and the success rate of all attacks are all put for reference. PointNet++ SSG [24] across different 2 norm-budgets. We report the success on the victim network and the accuracy on the transfer networks (PointNet, PointNet ++ MSG, PointNet++ SSG, DGCNN). We note that AdvPC transfers better to other networks with bigger 2 compared to the baseline [32] . Baseline [32] (left). Every row is the victim network used in the attack, and every column is the transfer network transferability score of that attack. Brighter colors in the diagonal indicate self-transferability, while AdvPC transferability matrix is generally brighter than the baseline [32] , indicating better transferability. Also, we notice that the DGCNN attacks tend to be brighter off-diagonal than the other rows, indicating more transferability than other networks. The transferability score is 1 minus the average transfer accuracy across all the ∞ as detailed in Section Experiments in the main paper [32] (left). Every row is the victim network used in the attack, and every column is the transfer network transferability score of that attack. Brighter colors in the diagonal indicate self-transferability, while AdvPC transferability matrix is generally brighter than the baseline [32] , indicating better transferability. Also, we notice that the DGCNN attacks tend to be brighter off-diagonal than the other rows, indicating more transferability than other networks. The transferability score is 1 minus the average transfer accuracy across all the 2 as detailed in Section Experiments in the main paper The transferability of AdvPC: 11.2 % while for the baseline it is 9.4 %.
D. Full Transferability Results
D.1. Transferability on Specific Norms
D.2. Different Norms
E. Full Defenses Results
Baseline [32] (γ = 0) AdvPC (γ = 0.5) 
F. Ablation Study on the Losses
We ablate each component of our pipeline and show their effect in our attacks. We evaluate this components by looking Attack Success Rate (ASR), transferability, and the final norm obtained under the attack. In theses experiments, we fix the attack network to be PointNet++ MSG and allow unconstrained attacks as well as constrained attacks. We show the effect of optimizing using EMD, CD, L 2 , and L ∞ . We show the results on Tables 14, 15, 16, 17 for all the four networks. We observe transferability is better when using hard constraints. Constraining the attack norm allows the optimization to learn more from the AE data distribution. The EMD doesn't work well while the Chamfer loss is comparable to the L 2 loss.
Attack Setup
Results 
G. Analysis of the results
The transferability of attacks lies in the difficulty domain of attacks as Figure 15 illustrates. We perform several analytical experiments to explore further the results obtained in so far. We first study the effect of different factors that play a role in the transferability of our attacks. We also show some interesting insights related to the interpretability of point cloud networks. Figure 15 : Difficulty of Adversarial Attacks: Attacking trained networks differ in difficulty according to the setup used in the attack. Allowing bigger perturbations for the attack or not specifying a target make it easier, while requiring transferability of the attack to different networks is a challenging in the study of robustness [20] G.1. Ablation Study of Hyperparameter γ Here, we study the effect of the hyperparameter γ used in Eq (22) on the performance of our attacks. We fix the victim network to be DGCNN [30] and limit the norm-budget 2 = 1.8. Then, we vary γ between 0 (the baseline [32] ) and 1 and record the success rate and transferability of the attack to the other three networks. The transferability is measured here for each network as 1 minus the average transfer accuracy of the attack to the other three networks. We present our results in Figure 16 . One observation is that, while adding the AE loss with γ > 0 indeed improves transferability, it causes the success to deteriorate. We pick γ = 0.5 in our experiments to balance success and transferability. The trend in general is that bigger ]γ implies better transferability with loss in the success rate Figure 17 shows the sensitivity of the various networks, when they are submitted to input perturbations of varying norm-budgets 2 . We evaluate the accuracy of different networks under random perturbation and adversarial perturbations with γ = 0.5. We note that PointNet [23] is the most robust under random perturbations due to its global max-pooling layer that neglects neighborhood information of each point in the point cloud. On the other hand, DGCNN [30] tends to be the most robust to adversarial perturbations. In DGCNN, convolution neighborhoods are dynamically updated across layers and epochs. This dynamic behavior adds extra randomness, which hinders the job of the attack, leading to lower success. The relation between randomness and robustness is also established in [25] . Figure 18 shows similar results under L ∞ norms instead of the L 2 normbudgets. We observe similar pattern between Figure 17 and Figure 18 .
G.2. Sensitivity of Networks
G.3. Interpretability
One advantage of adding the AE to the attack pipeline is that it reveals some semantic relations between the different object classes. Since we are not enforcing a specific false target t for the data adversarial loss on the reconstructed point cloud in Eq (22) , t is picked dynamically by the optimization to be a similar class to the original class. For example, a perturbed Bottle by AdvPC would transform into a Vase if reconstructed by the AE. The Bottle class and the Vase class looks similar. We see this effect in Figure 19 , where we visualize the perturbed point clouds before and after the AE reconstruction. For example, we observe that our attacks on a bottle force the AE to reconstruct a vase. This effect is not observed in the other attacks, and it illustrates some information about the representation of the objects learned by the victim network as well as the AE. In Table 18 , we show the closest class pairs for different object classes from ModelNet40 observed in AdvPC attacks.
G.4. Accuracy vs. Robustness
In order to factor out the effect of the initial accuracy of the network on the study of robustness, we divide the accuracy under perturbation by the initial accuracy of the network. If we use DGCN [30] as our main network and train it for different epochs, we obtain identical networks that have different initial accuracies (on clean samples). Now we plot the normalized test accuracy under random perturbation with different ∞ for all the networks (Figure 20) . We observe how less accurate networks are more resilient to attacks. This inverse relation between accuracy and robustness is well known in the image domain. . The attacks performed with 2 = 1.8. We note that as γ increases, the success rate of the attack drops while the transferability increases, which highlights the trade-off between success and transferability observed throughout our work. We note that DGCNN [30] is the most robust to random and adversarial perturbations.
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H. Other Tried Approaches (Less Successful)
H.1. Point Cloud GAN:
We try to use the l-GAN and r-GAN from [1] in order to create more natural attacks to the input point clouds. We try to leverage the discriminator signal of both r-GAN and l-GAN in order to differentiate between the perturbed point clouds and the original samples. The idea is that if the trained discriminator is able to distinguish between the clean and attacked saple than we add the discriminator loss as an additional loss to the attack objective in Eq (17) in order to craft that pass the trained discriminator test of natural input. We train l-GAN and r-GAN with the same procedure advised by [1] and on the same data as our AE G. However, as Figure 21 illustrates, neither l-GAN nor-GAN were able to distinguish between the clean samples and the perturbed samples using the attack from [32] . This disappointing result lead us to abandon the approach in favour of the AE optimization (which works).
H.2. Learning Approach
Inspired by the success of [20, 21] in learning to attack, we tried to learn the AE G that will produce the desired perturbed point cloud X by optimizing the output of the AE by the soft adversarial loss. To achieve this, the AE should output points clouds that are close as possible to the input point cloud X (by the Chamfer soft loss as in Eq (15)) and also the output of the AE should fool the classifier F. We note that because of the nature of point cloud, we could not not project the output of the AE back to the original sample with some norm, as performed by [20] , and hence we used the soft Chamfer loss instead. We train the AE to perform untargeted and targeted attacks on the training set of ModelNet40 [31] and evaluate the adversary G on the test set of ModelNet. We report the results of targeted and untargeted attacks in Table 19 . We note that while the untargeted attacks did succeed in deteriorating the accuracy to almost 10 % , the targeted attack never really succeeding in attacks (compared to our results in Table 4 ,5). Also, even for the untargeted attacks that indeed succeed, the final Chamfer Distance is way bigger than the ones obtained by optimization (see Tables 14) . This might be attributed to the difficulty of learning an attack that works under varying distance penalties, unlike the [20] where the adversarial objective is hardly conditioned on a constant distance between the attacked image and the original image. Figure 21 : GAN instead of AE: We tried to use l-GAN and r-GAN from [1] as natural priors for AdvPC attacks instead of the AE. The discriminators of Both l-GAN and r-GAN could not discriminate between the original data and the attacks data by soft L2 loss or Hard L∞. We show the histogram distribution of discriminator scores of the original data and attacked data using l-GAN discriminator (left) and r-GAN discriminator (right). Table 19 : The Learning Approach on PointNet: We tried to learn a network to attack PointNet [23] (approach similar to [20] but on point clouds). While the approach mildly succeeds on untargeted attacks, the final average Chamfer distance on the succeeding attacks are much bigger than those obtained by optimization like in Figure 14 . This implies that the optimization is actually better on point lcouds.
